
Kennedy Repair Capability Basics 
 
 Experience 
 -Founded in 1959. 60 plus years of experience 
 Capacity  
       -100,000 sq/ft under one roof 
 -Higher volume work flow= shorter lead times  
 -45 tons of raw materials on hand= shorter lead times 
 -Trucking up to 47 ft= ability to haul largest pumps (or multiple pumps) 
 -30 ft blast booth= ability to clean and inspect largest components 
 -Machining capacities to 150 tons and diameters to 13ft (156”)= ability to 
 repair largest pumps in house and sustain QC across the board 
 Services Offered 
 -10 service trucks fully equipped with tools, and booms up to 10K lbs. 
 -Troubleshooting, energy audits, pump audits, training, remove, install 
 -24/7 emergency service 

Kennedy Repair Process Advantages 
 Efficiency 
 -We restore all internal running clearances to OEM specifications= ensures pump  
                  performs to rated efficiency 

 Machining Tolerances 
 -Our machine shop holds turning, boring, and facing tolerances  to .001”, grinding  
                 tolerances to .0001”= Pumps run more efficiently, smoother, and last longer 
 Rolling Element Bearings  
 -Housing and shaft fits are restored to ABMA fitting tolerances= Longer bearing life 
 due to proper element and race clearances.  
 Balancing 
 -Balanced to 4W/N, which is better than ISO G2.5 (Most pump OEMs standardize 
 on ISO G6.3)= Reduced wear, longer bearing and seal life, smoother operation. 

  Motor Analyzing 
 -Complete testing per EASA guidelines= Thorough inspections 

 Stator Oven 
 -30 cu/ft. for baking sub pump stators= shorter lead times and in house quality control       

Kennedy Repair Process Advantages (Cont’d) 
 Chrome Plating 
 -Used to restore shaft fits and journals. Hardness is 65 RC  
 Saves customer money by reducing components that need to be replaced 
 Seal Lapping 
 -24” face lapping machine= shorter lead times, in house QC, lower cost than new 

 Parts Cleaning 
 -Spherically crowned glass bead= won’t rough up surfaces 

 Leak Test 
 -All pumps with mechanical seals are air tested at 50 psi for 1 hour, and sprayed with 
 soapy water to ensure leak free 

 Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 
 -Dye penetrant, Ultrasonic test (UT), Mag particle=Thoroughness & sound components 

 Submersible Pump Test Pit:  
 Ability to test submersible pumps and mixers. Performance is certified by our staff P.E. 
●      156" VTL: allows us to keep machining in house to maintain our high level of QC. 
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Common Repair Upgrades Offered 
Offer these as a way to help customers reduce downtime and save money: 
 
 Tungsten Carbide Coating - High Velocity Oxygen Spray (HVOF) that is 

harder than chrome and twice the bond strength. Great for packing 
sleeves, shafts, impellers, and volutes. Provides extreme wear resistance. 

 Vespel CR6100 - Composite material made by Dupont with very low coef-
ficient of friction. Allows tighter running clearances on impeller rings and 
shaft sleeves. Can be used on temps up to 500F, but can only be used on 
clean liquids. Provides increased efficiencies and smoother operation. 

 Bearing Isolators - Protects lubricant from moisture and contamination. 
 Sealed For Life Bearings - 100% maintenance free. These are available 

in single and double ball bearings, not angular contact. 
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Finding Pump Problems 
Walk down customer’s pumps and educate them on pump problems they may 
not be aware of: 
 Improper hydraulic loading: Check suction and discharge gauges and 

see where the pumps are running on their curve.  Pumps running away 
from BEP are in danger of failure.    

 Bearing temperature:  Use temp gun to check bearing housing tempera-
ture. Overheating bearings are sign of impending failure. 

 Vibration:  Put hands on pumps to check for increased vibration. In-
creased vibration is a sign of many issues that will result in pump failure. 
Mis-aligned pumps will vibrate in time with the motor. Loose supports and 
cracked grout can cause resonance vibrations.       

 Noise: Cavitation will sound like gravel going through the pump.  Using a 
mechanic’s stethoscope, listen to bearings to identify impending failure. 
Abnormal noise will be apparent in failing bearings.  

Pain Questions 
 What are some of your chronic pump headaches?  
 -Work the pain funnel to personal impact, offer them solutions. 
 What’s important in a pump repair vendor?  
 -Discuss how Kennedy can help eliminate the stress of pump failure 
 -”I’m looking for a low cost repair” 
  -Explain how Kennedy’s repairs have been proven to last 
  longer than competitor's repairs, thus will cost you less in the 
  long run. Define the total cost of ownership. 
  -Refer them to Kennedy’s extensive list of references 
 -”I’m looking for a quality repair” 
  -Describe and offer examples to Kennedy’s intensive quality 
  control process. 
  -Refer them to Kennedy’s extensive list of references. 

Use Kennedy Repair Success Stories 
Find examples of success stories in Kennedy’s vast repair history: 
 Same pump: Use examples of the same pump being repaired by Kenne-

dy Industries with favorable results. Example: Provide an example of Ken-
nedy repairing same model of Flygt submersible at another customer’s 
facility. 

 Pump in similar service: Use examples of pumps used in the same ser-
vice that were repaired by Kennedy Industries. Example: Provide an ex-
ample of Kennedy repairing a condensate pump similar to the condensate 
pump the customer has out for repair.  

 Fast turn around times: Use examples of Kennedy Industries saving 
customers by turning around a pump quickly. 

 References: Use Kennedy’s extensive list of references in many different 
industries to reduce the customer’s perceived risk. Let the customer hear 
about Kennedy’s quality from a reputable source. 
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Competitor Analysis 
 Flowserve - 
       Chicago, IL. 12 US repair centers. They push their OEM status. Expensive, poor quality.  
 KSB / Dubric - 
       Comstock Park, MI. They win jobs by being cheap, come back for extras, poor quality.   
         KSB bought Dubric in 2018. Watch this shop for growth. 
 Hydro-Aire - 
       Chicago, IL, Established independent repair center, expensive upgrades, fair quality.  
 Corrosion Fluid - 
       Farmington Hills, MI, Wins jobs by representing Flowserve pumps. Poor quality. 
 EPS (Engineered Pump Services) – Smaller, good quality, they specialize in high 

capacity engineered pumps, no pump lines offered.  
 Professional Pump — Goulds rep., poor quality, parts changers.  
 ProSeal - Got into pump repair in 2003. Known quality issues. Aggressive sales. 

 Cleveland Pump Repair - Smaller, less technical, very cheap.       


